Abstract-For autonomous driving application, a car shall be able to track objects in the scene in order to estimate where and how they will move such that the tracker embedded in the car can efficiently alert the car for effective collision-avoidance. Traditional discriminative object tracking methods usually train a binary classifier via a support vector machine (SVM) scheme to distinguish the target from its background. Despite demonstrated success, the performance of the SVM-based trackers is limited because the classification is carried out only depending on support vectors (SVs) but the target's dynamic appearance may look similar to the training samples that have not been selected as SVs, especially when the training samples are not linearly classifiable. In such cases, the tracker may drift to the background and fail to track the target eventually. To address this problem, in this paper, we propose to integrate the point-to-set/ image-to-imageSet distance metric learning (DML) into visual tracking tasks and take full advantage of all the training samples when determining the best target candidate. The point-to-set DML is conducted on convolutional neural network features of the training data extracted from the starting frames. When a new frame comes, target candidates are first projected to the common subspace using the learned mapping functions, and then the candidate having the minimal distance to the target template sets is selected as the tracking result. Extensive experimental results show that even without model update the proposed method is able to achieve favorable performance on challenging image sequences compared with several state-of-the-art trackers.
wide range of applications such as video surveillance, visual reality, computer-human interaction, and autonomous driving, just to name a few. Among these applications, autonomous driving has various complications where moving targets are often mixed with significant background clutters. In addition, the measurement streams evolve in a complicated environment due to constantly changing appearance, severe occlusions and noise. Given a target in the first frame (usually in the format of a rectangle), its goal is to estimate the target states (e.g. position, scale, and rotation) throughout the remaining image frames. Despite lots of efforts have been devoted to visual tracking during the past decades, it still remains a challenging task due to distractions such as heavy occlusions, drastic illumination variations, large scale changes, out-ofplane rotations, fast motion, and severe camera shaking.
Broadly speaking, most of the existing tracking methods fall into either the generative or discriminative category. The generative methods cast object tracking as a searching task to find the best object candidate that is best represented by the target appearance model. Many methods have been proposed to robustly model the target appearance and account for illumination changes, occlusions, and view changes. Ross et al. [15] proposed to use the incremental subspace learning to adapt to target appearance changes. In [16] , holistic sparse coding was introduced into visual tracking, where each positive dictionary item is a whole target template and trivial items are used to account for occlusions. Despite achieving good results, the holistic sparse model is not flexible enough to represent local variations of the target. To handle this problem, Jia et al. [17] proposed a local sparse coding based tracking method, where each dictionary item is a part region of the target template. As evidenced by their results, this scheme is able to encode the target appearance variations more flexibly and therefore obtains better performance. Later, a two-stage sparse coding strategy was proposed in [18] to combine the advantages of both the holistic and the local sparse coding models in order to obtain better performance. On the other hand, the discriminative methods formulate object tracking as a binary classification task, where the target region is viewed as the foreground and the remaining region is the background. These methods mainly focus on designing either discriminative features or powerful classifiers. For example, Danelljan et al. [19] proposed an adaptive low-dimensional feature based on color attributes, which is effective for color videos but not for black-white ones. Qi et al. [9] proposed an adaptive hedging method to combine different hierarchical features extracted from a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) and achieve reasonably better results than using Fig. 1 . Main steps of the proposed point-to-set distance metric learning based tracking algorithm. Target and background templates are randomly sampled from the starting frame. Then, we employ a pretrained CNN to compute their features. Based on the CNN features, these samples are divided into several target template sets and background template sets using a standard K-means method. Point-to-set distance metric learning (DML) is then performed on these sets (Section III-B). When a new frame comes, target candidates are randomly sampled and are projected to the common subspace using learned mapping functions. The candidate with the minimal distance to the target template sets is selected as the tracking result (Section III-D).
only one type of feature. Different from these approaches, Hare et al. [20] proposed a novel classifier based on a kernelized structured output support vector machine (SVM), which directly embeds target positions into the objective function. Zhang et al. [21] designed a multi-expert tracking framework, which is able to filter out the appropriate expert with the most discriminative capability. More recently, several endto-end CNN based tracking methods have been proposed, e.g. [10] , [11] , [22] , to simultaneously learn discriminative features and effective classifiers.
Although recent discriminative tracking methods (e.g. [20] , [21] , [23] ) usually obtain better results than generative ones, their performance is limited by the usage of SVMs. Because the SVMs determine the label of one test sample, only depending on the support vectors (SVs), the test sample may not always be correctly classified via SVs, especially when the training samples are not linearly classifiable. In such cases, the tracker may fail to find the best target candidate and therefore suffer from the tracking drift problem.
To address the above mentioned issue, we propose to take full advantages of all the training samples, instead of depending on only a few SVs, to measure the similarity between each target candidate and all the positive samples and the negative samples respectively via point-to-set distance metric learning. Specifically, we first cluster positive samples into several positive sets via K-means and cluster negative samples into negative sets in the same way to enhance the representative ability of each set. Then, for each training set we compute its mean feature vector of all the samples of that set, called mean sample. These mean samples represent the average appearances of the target and the background. We aim to learn mapping functions so as to pull the pointset pair with the same label close to each other and push far away otherwise. Since a mean sample can be viewed as a point in the high-dimensional Euclidean space and a sample set can be treated as a point on the Riemannian manifold, the above procedure can be formulated as mapping heterogeneous points on Euclidean space and Riemannian manifold into a common subspace. At the testing stage, all target candidates will firstly be projected onto the common subspace with the learned mapping functions and then the best target candidate is determined with a minimum distance to the positive sets. The main steps of the proposed point-to-set distance metric learning based tracking algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The main contributions of this work are in two-fold: 1) We formulate the object tracking task as a point-to-set distance metric learning problem to take full advantages of all training samples. 2) Numerous experimental results on a large amount of challenging image sequences demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed tracking method. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present a discussion on the related work. In Section III, we give a detailed description of the proposed point-to-set metric learning based tracking algorithm. Then, we extensively evaluate the proposed tracker in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK In this section, we briefly review some related visual tracking methods, which utilize convolutional neural networks (CNNs), distance metric learning (DML), sparse coding, and multiple cues for robust visual tracking.
With the great success of CNNs on tasks such as image classification [24] [25] [26] [27] , natural language processing [28] , [29] , object detection [30] [31] [32] , image segmentation [33] , [34] and road detection [35] , [36] , several trackers based on CNNs have been proposed. Fan et al. [37] pre-train a network using the location and the appearance information of the object of interest to extract both spatial and temporal features. Hong et al. [23] learnt a discriminative appearance model using the CNN features of hidden layers and construct a target saliency map to help locate the target using the backprojecting CNN features. In [22] , Wang et al. proposed a CNN architecture with two branches to simultaneously exploit highlevel category information features captured by a top layer and low-level structure features captured by a lower layer. Nam and Han [10] designed a multi-domain neural network to learn common representations using shared bottom layers and to learn discriminative representations using the top layer. Different from these CNN based trackers, which either use features extracted from only one layer or treat features extracted from different layers equally, Qi et al. [9] proposed an ensemble tracker that adaptively combines features extracted from as many as six different layers.
Many distance metric learning based trackers have been proposed to replace traditional hand-crafted metrics, such as the Euclidean distance, to better adapt to appearance variations. Wu et al. [38] learnt a distance metric over sparse representations of positive and negative training samples, which are further divided into several bags. However, they use the average distance of sample pairs from different bags as the distance between the corresponding bags, which incurs a high computational cost. Jiang et al. [2] used the sparsity regularization in metric learning to find the lowest possible dimensionality of the projection and thus to reduce the computational cost and also keep the best discriminative ability. In [39] , Wang et al.unified the appearance modeling and visual matching using one objective in the formulation of metric learning to well capture the manifold structure of the discriminative appearances. In [1] , Jiang et al. extended the linear metric to a nonlinear one using the RBF-kernel, and their training samples are collected on-the-fly, which makes the learned metric adaptive to appearance variations. Although the aforementioned DML based trackers improve the performance to some extent, they are still limited to the point-to-point/image-to-image metric learning. This not only incurs large computational cost but also may lead to visual mismatching when large appearance variation occurs. In this paper, we alleviate these problems by introducing the pointto-set/image-to-imageSet distance metric learning into visual tracking.
Besides the above mentioned approaches, there are also some methods that utilize multiple cues or learned representations to handle complex tracking scenarios. Optical flow, color, and depth clues are simultaneously incorporated in [40] . Edge information, intensity, and color features are combined into a discriminative one in [41] . Fang et al. [42] adds geometry constraint and attention selection to help associate tracklets. In [43] and [44] , both the RGB color and the depth information are combined to improve the performance of tracking. To obtain effective object representations, sparse coding and dictionary learning are used in [7] , [45] , [46] . He et al. [47] formulate association of two observations as a data association problem based on the spatial-temporal constraint that the trajectories of different objects must be disjoint.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we first give a brief description of some background of metric learning over Riemannian manifolds to put our method in a proper context. Then, we detail the proposed point-to-set distance metric learning based tracking algorithm.
A. Background
In the community of computer vision, a set of images can be treated as a point on the Symmetric Positive Definite (SPD) matrix manifold [48] , Grassmannian manifold [49] , or Affine Grassmannian manifold [50] depending on its representation in the usage of covariance matrices, linear subspaces, or affine subspaces, respectively. A prominent difference among these manifolds is the Riemannian metric over distance. In this paper, we base our algorithm on the SPD matrix manifold due to its better performance on point-to-set classification tasks than the other two as demonstrated in [51] . Let Sym + D denote the Riemannian manifold that has a Riemannian metric over the space of (D × D)-dimensional symmetric positive definite matrices. According to the Log-Euclidean Distance [52] , the distance between two points P i , P j ∈ R D×D on the manifold Sym
which is a true geodesic distance expressed by Euclidean computations. Classical Mahalanobis Distance is usually used to define the distance between an Euclidean point x i and a set P j
where m j is the mean of all the samples in the dataset and P j resides on the Sym
B. Learning Point-to-Set Distance Metric for Visual Tracking
Let X + = {x + 1 , · · · , x + m } ⊂ R D denote m target
templates in the form of vectorized features, and X
n } ⊂ R D denote n background templates. These templates are extracted from the first frame of an image sequence at the beginning of tracking. A template having an overlap larger than 0.7 with the ground truth region is viewed as a target template. In contrast, a template having a overlap less than 0.5 is treated as a background template, which helps exclude incomplete target candidates.
Different from an SVM classifier, where only support vectors contribute to measuring the target candidates, in this paper, we introduce to learn a point-to-set distance metric [51] to take full advantage of all the training samples. To this end, we first cluster training templates into several sets, so that both the target and the background can be comprehensively described by representative appearances. Then, we learn the mapping functions that map Euclidean points and Riemannian manifold points into a common subspace. Because the gap between these two kinds of points are too large to bridge directly, we first project them to their own Hilbert spaces and then map to the common subspace, as shown in Figure 2 .
1) Constructing Training Data:
We employ the traditional clustering method K-means to cluster the target templates in X + into m k sets denoted by S + = {S
} so as to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares of Euclidean distance of each point in the cluster to its cluster center
where μ i is the mean of points in S + i . For each cluster, its mean vector is computed as its corresponding point in the Euclidean space, which is
where |S + i | is the number of elements in set S + i . We totally obtain m k such Euclidean points denoted from e . To embed the target sets in S + and background sets in S − into Sym + D manifold, each set is represented by its covariance matrix and is still denoted by the same symbol for simplicity from now on. Finally, we let S = S + ∪ S − denote the union of S + and S − .
2) Objective Formulation: With the above prepared training data, now we learn the mapping functions shown in Figure 2 to project these heterogeneous points into a common subspace by argmin f,ϕ
where G er is the constraint item defined on points projected from Euclidean space and Riemannian manifold Sym + D , G e is the constraint on points projected from Euclidean space, G r is the constraint on points projected from Riemannian manifold Sym + D , and R is the regularization item. The parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 control the trade-off among these three constraint items. Next, we detail these constraint items one by one.
a) Geometry constraint on points projected from heterogeneous spaces: G er is defined to minimize the distance among points with the same label but projected from Euclidean space and Riemannian manifold Sym + D respectively:
where
and S j have the same label, and otherwise 1(i, j ) = −1. This constraint ensures that points with the same label in heterogeneous space will be close to each other after the projection and the points will have a large distance if they are with different labels. b) Geometry constraint on points projected from homogeneous spaces: The above item G er only constrains the geometry relation of points mapped from heterogeneous space. However, the geometry relation of points from homogeneous spaces should also be taken into consideration. For that, we exert the following geometry constraints:
where 
After projecting these heterogeneous points into a common subspace, the Euclidean distance will be employed as the measure metric. Thus, it is reasonable to equally treat all dimensions of these projected points. To this end, we impose the following constraint:
C. Optimization
Although finding the global optimal solution for the objective function Eq. 5 is intractable, we can seek an approximate optima using the alternative iterative optimization method as shown in [51] , which is capable of yielding desirable results as demonstrated in experiments. Let
Then, by using the kernel trick,
. With these notations, the constraint items in Eq. 5 can be re-formulated in the matrix format:
whereB x ,B s , B x and B s are diagonal matrices witĥ
Then, the object function Eq. 5 can be rewritten as function of W x and W s :
Given an initialization of W s , the W x can be updated by differentiating Eq. 14 with respect to W x and setting it to zeros. Here we directly give the analytical solution as follows: where Q(i, j ) = 1(i, j ) . With the updated W x in hand, a new W s is able to obtained in a similar way, namely setting the partial differential of Eq. 14 with respect to W s to zeros. The W s is updated as
D. Tracking With the Learned Distance Metric
In the above section, we have learned the mapping functions using the samples extracted from the first frame of a test image sequence to project points from Euclidean space and Riemannian manifold Sym + D into a common subspace. Based on these mapping functions, when a new frame comes, we perform the following steps to determine the new position and scale of the target: The final target state is the average of the top 5 minimal distance candidates;
end
Step 1: In the t-th frame sampling target candidates
and ( p t −1 x , p t −1 y ) is the target position in the (t − 1)-th frame. The sampling scales N s subject to min(1,5×Gaussian(0,1) 
where N o denotes the scale of the target in the last frame. Then, features of these candidates are computed as doing in the first frame. For simplicity, these features are still denoted by Y = y 1 , · · · , y q .
Step 2: Mapping target candidates, target template sets, and background sets to the common subspace,
wherê
Step 3: In the common subspace computing the distance between target candidates and target template setŝ S 
). (21) Fig. 3 . Frame-by-frame center location errors of our tracker PST against other six state-of-the-art trackers on several challenging image sequences.
Step 4: The final target state is the average of the top 5 minimal distance candidates. We summarize the main steps of the proposed tracking algorithm in Alg. 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first describe the implementation details and then quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the proposed Point-to-Set distance metric learning based Tracker (PST) on 31 publicly used challenging sequences. These videos are full of challenges such as heavy illumination variations, partial or full occlusions, abrupt camera shaking, large scale changes, in plane or out-of-plane rotation, large object deformation, and heavy motion blur, to name a few.
The proposed trackers are compared to 16 state-ofthe-art trackers: correlation filter based tracker with scale estimation (DSST) [53] , distractor-aware tracker (DAT) [54] , multi-expert based tracker (MEEM) [21] , structured output tracking (Struck) [20] , holistic and local sparsity based tracker (SCM) [18] , tracking-learning-detection tracker (TLD) [55] , adaptive local sparse appearance model based tracker (ASLA) [17] , multi-task sparse learning based tracker (MTT) [56] , deep learning based tracker (DLT) [57] , context tracker (CXT) [58] , fragments based tracker (Frag) [59] , incremental learning based tracker (IVT) [15] , 1 sparse tracker using APG (L1APG) [60] , distribution fields for tracking (DFT) [61] , locally orderless tracking (LOT) [62] , and least soft-threshold squares tracking (LSST) [63] . In addition, we make a comparison to an ITML [64] based tracker, denoted as PPT. ITML is employed to learn a distance metric in the case, which uses the cluster center to replace the image set in each training pair. The average success rate and average center location error are employed to measure the performance in the quantitative evaluations following the recently developed algorithms [17] , [18] , [57] , [65] . The average success rate is defined
, where B t i is the tracked result at the i th frame by the tracker in the format of a rectangle bounding box, B gt i is the ground truth at the i th frame, N is the total number of frames in the test image sequence. The average center location error is the average Euclidean distance in pixels between center points of the tracked bounding box and the ground truth.
A. Implementation Details
To start the proposed tracker, m = 500 positive examples and n = 5000 negative examples are sampled in the first frame to learn the mapping functions. These examples are all resized to 107 × 107 pixels. Each example is represented by a 512-dimensional vector extracted by the output of the FC6 layer of the convolutional neural network MDNet [10] . Then, we cluster these examples into m k = 7 target template sets and n k = 20 background template sets using the standard K-means method. The values of m k and n k are determined to seek a balance between the computation cost and the tracking accuracy. The trade-off parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 are set to 1, 0.01, and 0.1, respectively, which are determined by grid search in a wide range as shown in Table II . The neighborhood number k 1 and k 2 are both set to 1. When optimizing the objective, we find that the alternative iteration number 30 can lead to a desirable solution. Table I shows the performance comparison on 31 challenging image sequences in terms of the average overlap rate. From Table I we can observer that the proposed PST ranks top two on most of the sequences, which demonstrates its favourable performance compared to other state-of-the-art trackers. In particular, our tracker achieves an improvement of more than 20 percent over the second best one on the MotorRolling sequences, where the tracking target undergoes the combination of heavily rotations, illumination changes, and deformations. On the most challenging sequence Matrix, where the appearance of the tracking target is severely interfered by thick darkness, thunder, and heavy rain, the majority of the compared trackers achieves an average overlap rate lower than 0.1. In contrast, our tracker attains up to 0.45, which is 6 percent higher than the second best. Table III presents the average center location error comparisons, where a smaller value means better performance. It can be seen that the proposed PST method is able to track targets with a relatively smaller spatial errors on most of the sequences. Taking the Board image sequence for example, the target undergoes complicated challenges including scale variations, out-of-view, motion blur, and out-of-plane rotation of 360 • , which makes tracking the target a very tough task. Our tracker achieves the minimal average center location error with 17.9 pixels, which is 15.7-pixel smaller than the second best one. In such a challenging scenario, with the leading average overlap rate in Table I on the Matrix image sequence, our tracking result here is also 25.5-pixel more precise than the second best. Overall, from Table III and Table I we can see that our tracker performs favorably against other state-ofthe-art methods in terms of both criteria.
B. Quantitative Evaluation
To make a more comprehensive evaluation of the proposed tracker, in Figure 3 we show the detailed frame-by-frame center location errors of our tracker compared to other state-of-the-art trackers on several challenging image sequences. From these plots we can see that the proposed PST can achieve consistent lower center location errors than the other trackers, which demonstrates the robustness and the effectiveness of our tracker.
The effectiveness of the proposed tracking algorithm can be attributed to two aspects: (1) Given a specific task, the specially learned distance metric for this task is usually better than the Euclidean distance. (2) The adopted deep convolutional features generally are more discriminative than traditional hand-crafted features.
Table IV presents the run-time of evaluated tracking methods. The results show that DAT and DSST run very fast with FPS larger than 50, and the proposed tracking method runs at 0.17 FPS. Taking also the tracking accuracy into consideration, although our PST runs slow, it achieves a more than 30% higher performance than the fastest trackers DAT and DSST in terms of the average overlap rate as shown by the last row of Table I and more than 50 pixels preciser in terms of the average center local error metric as shown by the last row of Table III . Compared to other trackers running at a similar speed such as SCM, MTT, and LOT, the proposed tracking method PST also has at least a 10% improvement as shown by Table I and III.
C. Qualitative Evaluation
In addition to the quantitative evaluation, we also evaluate the proposed algorithm qualitatively against other state-of-theart trackers on several challenging sequences. We present the qualitative bounding box comparisons in Figure 4 .
1) Out-of-Plane Rotation:
The target in the Girl image sequence poses a tough tracking task that contains a 360 • outof-plane rotation, which shows the front face, the side face, the back side of the head, and the other side face in turn. As shown in Figure 4 (g), our PST method is able to locate the target precisely even when the slide face and the back of the head appear as shown in frames 171, 236, and 245, although our training examples are sampled only from the first frame and keep unchanged throughout the whole sequences. This can be attributed to the learned point-to-set distance metric, which exploits all the training samples in the target template set and the background template set to measure the distance to a target candidate. While there are no new target templates added to the training sets, the existing background templates including blue windows, yellow wooden wall, and white T-shirt can be used to push candidates with background regions away by the learned point-to-set distance metric, which shows the advantage of exploiting the rich features of all the training samples rather than the fixed support vectors in SVMs. In contrast, other state-of-the-art trackers, such as MEEM, DSST, and ASLA, encounter drifts to some extent.
2) Occlusion, Scale Variation, and Deformation: As shown in Figure 4 (e), the target of the Dudek image sequence undergoes significant occlusions (more than half of the face is occluded by his hand, see frame 211), scale variation, and deformations (such as facial expression changes and with/without eyeglasses). We can observe that the proposed PST method achieves very good results in these cases, as shown in frames 211, 906, 1073, and 1145. This can be attributed to the learned point-to-set distance metric. Specifically, taking the occluded frame 211 for example, although the occluded face with a hand does not appears in the target template sets, it neither appears in the background templates set. Thus, candidates with occluded face are still able to obtain a relatively large distance to the background set compared to candidates that have an overlap with the background. As a result, the occluded target can be distinguished from backgrounds. Except the TLD tracker, the remaining trackers also perform very well in the presence of occlusions.
3) Severe Blur and Cluttered Background: As shown in frame 294 and frame 239 of Figure 4 (a) and (h) respectively, the targets in sequences BlurCar4 and Jumping are severely blurred in the cluttered background due to either abrupt fast motion of the camera or the fast motion of the target itself. From the results we can see that our tracker can handle these challenges well. In contrast, other state-of-the-art trackers, such as SCM and DSST, fail to locate the target after heavy blur occurs.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel tracking algorithm based on the point-to-set distance metric learning for object tracking in autonomous driving applications. The point-to-set distance metric was learned by minimizing the intra-class distance and meanwhile maximizing the inter-class distance in the common subspace after a two-step projection. With the learned distance metric, we are able to measure each target candidate with the reference to all the training samples instead of some fixed support vectors in SVMs. Numerous experimental results on challenging image sequences demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method compared to other state-of-the-art trackers. 
